Conspiracy of silence among repeated transgenes.
Transgenic experiments in vertebrates often involve the insertion of tandem multiple-copy arrays at single sites. For many transgenes, expression is unpredictable from site to site, a phenomenon usually attributed to a repressive environment caused by nearby sequences. However, an alternative explanation comes from evidence that transgene repeat arrays in flies condense into heterochromatin, suggesting that low levels of expression in vertebrate transgene arrays might result from interactions between repeats within the array. A recent experiment using transgenic mouse lines demonstrates that reduction in copy number of silenced transgenes within an array leads to a striking increase in expression, demonstrating that silencing is intrinsic to the array, and is not attributable to position effects of nearby sequences. This work calls into question functions that have been attributed to vertebrate locus control regions and boundaries, and draws attention to the notion that repeat-induced gene silencing is a system for protection of eukaryotic genomes against threatening sequence elements.